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Spatial Independence Assumption

Losses on different links are independent

• after a link failure, routing protocols choose the 
next shortest path forwarder

• simulators explicitly generate channel states 
independently
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When is this assumption safe? 

Why does it matter?



Inter-link (Spatial) Correlation
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(a) Real Trace, Mirage



Inter-link (Spatial) Correlation
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(a) Real Trace, Mirage (b) Synthetic (Independent) Trace
(Every link has the same packet 

reception ratio (PRR) as in real trace)



Inter-link (Spatial) Correlation
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(a) Real Trace, Mirage (b) Synthetic (Independent) Trace

Losses are well aligned (correlated)



So what?
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Traditional Routing

• Edge weights are PRRs

• S selects n5 as next-hop

• ETX: expected number of 
transmissions

• ETX = 
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So what?
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Opportunistic Routing

• S lists n1-n5 as next-hops

• S stops as soon as at 
least one of the next 
hop nodes receives
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So what?
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Opportunistic Routing
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So what?
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Opportunistic Routing

S D
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Independent:

Perfectly Correlated:

Same cost as traditional routing 
(without coordination cost)!

ETX =
1

1− (1− 0.2)5
+ 1 = 2.49

ETX =
1

1− (1− 0.2)
+ 1 = 6.0

Correlation has implications to protocol 
performance



So far

• Spatial correlation assumption does not 
always hold true

• a measured network: 70% of link pairs are 
highly correlated

• The degree of correlation has implications 
to protocol performance
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Problem Statement

Need a good way to measure spatial 
correlation to understand its implications to 
protocol performance

• existing metrics conflate correlation with 
link pair PRRs 
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Research Contributions

• Present a new metric:κ

• Show how well network coding protocols 
perform, based onκ

• Showκ’s ability to predict opportunistic 
routing protocol performance (in paper)

• perfect prediction when a node has 2 
potential forwarders

• more than 2 forwarders: perfect prediction 
for most of the nodes
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Outline

• Desired Metric Properties

• TheκMetric

• κ’s Usefulness

• Open Questions
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Desired Metric Properties

a) A scalar with a finite range: [-1,1]

16

• >0: positive correlation

• <0: negative correlation

t

x y

Px Py
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• Metric(x,y) = Metric(y,x)

b) Symmetric

t

x y

Px Py
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c) Irrespective of PRRs:
1 for perfectly positively correlated link pair     
-1 for perfectly negatively correlated link pair

b) Symmetric

t

x y

Px Py



Desired Metric Properties

a) A scalar with a finite range: [-1,1]
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c) Irrespective of PRRs:
1 for perfectly positively correlated link pair     
-1 for perfectly negatively correlated link pair

b) Symmetric

t

x y

Px Py

Not a made-up property! 



Perfect Positive Correlation (Metric = 1)
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Same PRR Link Pair

t
x

y
Opportunistic routing should choose x or y, 

but not both



Perfect Positive Correlation (Metric = 1)
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Same PRR Link Pair

Different PRR Link Pair

t
x

y

t
x

y

Opportunistic routing should only choose x
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Sum of Link Pair PRRs = 1

t
x

y

Perfect Negative Correlation (Metric = -1)

Every packet succeeds on only one link
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Sum of Link Pair PRRs = 1

Sum of Link Pair PRRs > 1

t
x

y

t
x

y

Perfect Negative Correlation (Metric = -1)

Every packet succeeds at one or both the links
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Sum of Link Pair PRRs < 1

t
x

y

Perfect Negative Correlation (Metric = -1)

Opportunistic routing benefits most, 
given the two PRRs



Desired Metric Properties

a) A scalar with a finite range: [-1,1]
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c) Irrespective of PRRs:
1 for perfectly positively correlated link pair     
-1 for perfectly negatively correlated link pair

b) Symmetric

t

x y

Px Py



An existing metric: χ

[1] A. Miu, G. Tan, H. Balakrishnan and J. Apostolopoulos, “Divert: fine-grained path selection for wireless LANs,” 
     MobiSys 2004.
[2] C. Reis, R. Mahajan, M. Rodrig, D. Wetherall and J. Zahorjan, “Measurement-based models for delivery and 
     interference in static wireless networks,” SIGCOMM CCR 2006.
[3] R. Laufer, H. D.-Ferriere and L. Kleinrock, "Multirate Anypath Routing in Wireless Mesh Networks,” INFOCOM 
     2009. 26

t

x y

Px Py

A recent inter-link correlation metric [1,2,3]:

χ=0 ⇒ losses are independent

χ= P(x=0|y=0) - P(x=0)



χis not the desired metric
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χ= P(x=0|y=0) - P(x=0)

c) Irrespective of PRRs:
1 for perfectly positively correlated link pair     
-1 for perfectly negatively correlated link pair

b) Symmetric

a) A scalar with a finite range of [-1,1]
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χis not symmetric

t
x

y

χ = P(x=0|y=0) - P(x=0) x,y

= 4/7 - 4/10 = 0.17
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χis not symmetric

t
x

y

χ = P(x=0|y=0) - P(x=0) x,y

= 4/7 - 4/10 = 0.17

χ = P(y=0|x=0) - P(y=0) y,x

= 1 - 7/10 = 0.3

χ ≠ χ
y,xx,y



c) 1 for perfectly positively correlated link pair 
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χlooks independent for low PRR link pairs

χdoes not satisfy property (c)

For the same PRR case (P(x=1) = P(y=1)):

χ= P(x=0|y=0) - P(x=0)

χ= P(x=1) ≠ 1

P(x=0|y=0) = 1t
x

y



c) 1 for perfectly positively correlated link pair 
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χdoes not satisfy property (c)

For the same PRR case (P(x=1) = P(y=1)):

χ= P(x=0|y=0) - P(x=0)

χ= P(x=1) ≠ 1

P(x=0|y=0) = 1t
x

y

χis not the desired metric



Cross-correlation Index: ρ
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ρ = 

P(x=1,y=1) - P(x=1).P(y=1)

P(x=1)P(x=0)P(y=1)P(y=0)
√{
0, otherwise

, ∏P(x=a)P(y=a)≠0
a∈{0,1}



Cross-correlation Index: ρ
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c) Irrespective of PRRs:
1 for perfectly positively correlated link pair     
-1 for perfectly negatively correlated link pair

b) Symmetric

a) A scalar with a finite range of [-1,1]

ρ = 

P(x=1,y=1) - P(x=1).P(y=1)

P(x=1)P(x=0)P(y=1)P(y=0)
√{
0, otherwise

, ∏P(x=a)P(y=a)≠0
a∈{0,1}



c) 1 for perfectly positively correlated link pair
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ρ does not satisfy property (c)

For the same PRR case (Px(1) = Py(1)):

ρ = 

t
x

y

Px,y(1,1) = Px(1)

ρ = 1

Px,y(1,1) - Px(1)
Px(1).Px(0)

2

Works when PRRs are same



c) 1 for perfectly positively correlated link pair
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For the different PRR case (Px(1) ≠ Py(1)):

t
x

y

Px,y(1,1) = min(Px(1), Py(1))

Does NOT work when PRRs are different

ρ = Px(0).Py(1)

Px(1).Py(0)

√
≠1

ρ does not satisfy property (c)



• Similarly, for perfectly negatively correlated 
link pairs:

• is -1: only when PRRs sum to 1

• does not work for other cases
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ρ does not satisfy property (c)

ρ is not the desired metric



Outline
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• Desired Metric Properties

• The κMetric

• κ’s Usefulness

• Open Questions



New Metric:κ
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κ=

ρ
ρmax

,  if ρ>0

-ρ
ρmin

,  if ρ<0

0 ,  otherwise

{
• ρ almost satisfied all the desired properties

• Normalizing ρ satisfies all the properties:



κ=0: independent pairs

κ>0: positively correlated pairs

•  1: perfectly positively correlated pairs
κ<0: negatively correlated pairs

• -1: perfectly negatively correlated pairs
39

κ∈ [-1.0, 1.0], ∀ Px, Py ∈ (0, 1)

New Metric: κ

κ=

ρ
ρmax

,  if ρ>0

-ρ
ρmin

,  if ρ<0

0 ,  otherwise

{



κon Mirage

802.15.4 (Mirage)

Ch 26

Ch 16

40

More 
correlated



WiFi (802.11) and 802.15.4 Spectrum
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No WiFi
WiFi

WiFi (802.11) and 802.15.4 Spectrum



Outline
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• Desired Metric Properties

• TheκMetric

• κ’s Usefulness

• Open Questions



How useful isκ

• Deliver large data to all nodes
Eg. SPIN, RBP

• Deluge (standard protocol) 

• Rateless Deluge (network coding)

• Compare the total time for dissemination

44

Dissemination:

?



Dissemination

S

R1

R2

R3

R4

P1
P2
P3
P4

original
pkts
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Deluge:

Number of transmissions from S: 4
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Deluge:

Number of transmissions from S: 4
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P3P1
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Deluge:

Number of transmissions from S: 4

P2
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P1

P3P1

P4
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need P1
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Dissemination
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Deluge:

Number of transmissions from S: 4+4 = 8
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Dissemination with Network Coding

S
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c4
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pkts

coded
pkts
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Rateless Deluge:
R1

R2

R3

R4
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Rateless Deluge:
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Rateless Deluge:
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Dissemination with Network Coding
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Rateless Deluge:
R1
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Number of transmissions from S:4+1=5
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Dissemination with Network Coding

c5



Deluge vs Rateless Deluge
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Correlation 
Type

Deluge
Rateless 

Deluge

Perfect Negative 8 5

(# of pkts) (# of pkts)

Rateless Deluge is great!



Deluge vs Rateless Deluge
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Correlation 
Type

Deluge
Rateless 

Deluge

Perfect Negative 8 5

Perfect Positive 5 5

(# of pkts) (# of pkts)



Total Dissemination Time
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•Total dissemination time:
            Deluge = 5p
            Rateless = 5p + 5c

p = time to send packets, c = time to code

In this case, Deluge is better!

Correlation 
Type

Deluge
Rateless 

Deluge

Perfect Negative 8 5

Perfect Positive 5 5

(# of pkts) (# of pkts)



A Controlled Study

• 1 transmitter at highest tx power 

• 7 single-hop receivers with perfect 
reception

56

• Independent Losses: 
Receivers randomly (with prob. Pr) drop 
packets

•  Correlated Losses: 
Transmitter randomly (with prob. Pt) drops 
packets from tx queue

•  Vary Pt and Pr to vary spatial correlation and
    PRR of links



A Controlled Study
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When PRR is high, Deluge is better!

PRR = 0.8
Better



A Controlled Study

PRR = 0.8

PRR = 0.4
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When PRR is low, Rateless Deluge is 
almost always better!



Dissemination Time Performance
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Deluge is 
better

Rateless Deluge 
is better

• Shows how much faster Rateless Deluge is 
over Deluge



Uncontrolled Experiment

• Measureκand then run the experiment

• 1 transmitter (injection point) and 8 
receivers

• 3 setups

• Ch 16: high correlation

• Ch 26: medium correlation

• Movement: low correlation

60



Deluge vs Rateless Deluge
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Scenario Avg κ Avg PRR
Ch16 (High) 0.85 0.85
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Deluge vs Rateless Deluge
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Ch26

Scenario Avg κ Avg PRR
Ch16 (High) 0.85 0.85

Ch26 (Medium) 0.55 0.91

Ch16
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Deluge vs Rateless Deluge
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T
im

e 
(s

ec
)

(Network Coding)
Deluge Rateless Deluge

+16%
Ch26

Ch16

Scenario Avg κ Avg PRR
Ch16 (High) 0.85 0.85

Ch26 (Medium) 0.55 0.91

Movement (Low) 0.04 0.57

Movement

-33%-44%



Outline
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• Desired Metric Properties

• TheκMetric

• κ’s Usefulness

• Open Questions



Open Questions

κcan change over time

• how to measure it online?

• useful for adaptive protocol design

Isκuseful with adaptive protocols?

• adaptive rate

• adaptive packet size

• adaptive channel and bandwidth

65



Summary

• Presented a spatial correlation metric,κ

• κdoes not conflate correlation with PRRs

• κhas great predictive qualities 

• predicts network coding protocol 
performance

• κshows how well opportunistic routing 
protocols perform
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A Shameless Advertisement

• I’m looking for a faculty/research position

• Mayank and Jung Il are looking for industrial 
research positions
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contact: srikank@stanford.edu

contact for Mayank: mayjain@stanford.edu
contact for Jung Il: jungilchoi@stanford.edu
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κon 802.11 networks
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Roofnet (Outdoor) SWAN (Indoor)



Anypath ETX Ratio

70
(a) Anypath ETX (b) Anypath ETX Ratio

Figure 9: Anypath ETX and Anypath ETX Ratio based on

Equation 8 for PBC=1.0 and 0.2 with Px=0.1 and Py=0.1. Any-

path ETX Ratio is easier to visually compare than Anypath

ETX.

4.1 A Simple Opportunistic Protocol

We consider an opportunistic routing protocol, similar in flavor

to the ExOR [3] protocol in 802.11. Every node has a set of po-

tential nexthop nodes. The nexthop list is prioritized such that if

a node receives a packet, it will forward that packet only if none

of the higher priority nodes receive the same packet. In reality, a

receiver coordination scheme is needed to make sure that all the

nexthops know which nodes received this packet. In this section,

however, we assume perfect receiver coordination and analyze the

performance. Throughout this paper, we refer to the average num-

ber of transmissions to get a packet from a source to destination

using opportunistic routing as the anypath ETX [12].

We start our analysis with a simple network of 3 nodes, namely

A, B and C. In this setup, A is the source and C is the destination.

Figure 8 shows this setup along with the packet reception ratios of

all the links. A→B→C is the shortest ETX path but we allow op-

portunistic routing i.e. if C hears the packets from A then B will not

forward such packets. We use random variables x and y to indicate

a successful reception on links A→B and A→C respectively. For

this setup, the anypath ETX from A to B is:

E[A] = P (A)
x,y (1, 0)(1 + 1/PBC) + P (A)

x,y (0, 1) + P (A)
x,y (1, 1)

+P (A)
x,y (0, 0)(1 + E[A])

=
1 + P (A)

x,y (1, 0)/PBC�
1− P (A)

x,y (0, 0)
� (7)

where, P (t)
x,y(b, c) is the probability that x = b and y = c when t

transmits, b, c ∈ {0, 1}.

Equation 7 shows that the total number of transmissions from A

to C is the sum of transmissions from A until B or C gets that packet

and the transmissions from B to C of the packets from A that only

B received. It also shows that the total number of transmissions is

a function of the packet reception ratio of link B→C, and the joint

probability statistics of links A→B and A→C. Note that κ that is

relevant for this setup is that of the link pair A→B and A→C.

From Equations 3, 6 and 7, and using simple arithmetic, we can

rewrite the anypath ETX (in Equation 7) as a function of κ, as:

E[A] =






1+[Px.(1−Py)−κ.ρmax.σx.σy ]/PBC

1−(1−Px).(1−Py)−κ.ρmax.σx.σy
, κ ≥ 0

1+[Px.(1−Py)−κ.ρmin.σx.σy ]/PBC

1−(1−Px).(1−Py)−κ.ρmin.σx.σy
, κ < 0

(8)

where σx =
�

Px. (1− Px), and ρmax
, ρmin

are given by Equa-

tions 4 and 5.

(a) Mirage, Ch 26 (b) Mirage, Ch 16

(c) University, 11Mbps (d) Roofnet, 11Mbps

Figure 10: Anypath ETX ratio vs κ for the 2-hop, 3-node net-

work on testbeds. On all the testbeds, the average anypath ETX

ratio increases as κ increases.

Equation 8 shows that the anypath ETX for the 2-hop setup can

be directly inferred when the packet reception ratios of all the links

involved is known and by knowing κ. It is not unreasonable to as-

sume that the packet reception ratios are known; opportunistic pro-

tocols such as MORE use these packet reception ratios to compute

the nexthop list for every node. The main purpose of this exercise

is to motivate the need for measuring κ.

LEMMA 2. The anypath ETX for the 3-node network is mono-
tonically non-decreasing in κ; the anypath ETX is maximum when
κ=1 and is minimum when κ=-1.

Lemma 2 says that the anypath ETX is minimum when recep-

tions at B and C are negatively correlated, and that the anypath

ETX increases with the increase in correlation. The anypath ETX

when the receptions are independent is between the max and min

anypath ETXs, when κ=0. The proof of this lemma is in the Ap-

pendix.

4.2 Anypath ETX and κ
Plotting anypath ETX, without any normalization, againstκ does

not give discernible trends. Figure 9(a) plots the anypath ETX us-

ing Equation 8 by varying κ for Px=0.1, Py=0.1 and two values

of PBC : 1.0 and 0.2. It shows that the anypath ETX can be quite

different depending on PBC and so it is not convenient to observe

how it relates to κ. To plot the anypath ETX for any value of PBC

and still observe how it relates toκ, we normalize the anypath ETX

as:

Anypath ETX Ratio =

�
E[A]−E[A]inde

E[A]max−E[A]inde
, E[A] ≥ E[A]inde

E[A]−E[A]inde
E[A]inde−E[A]min

, otherwise.
(9)

where, the max, independent and min anypath ETX’s for the 3-

node setup are given by:

E[A]max =
1 + (Px −min(Px, Py))/PBC

max(Px, Py)
(10)

E[A]inde =
1 + Px. (1− Py) /PBC

Px + Py. (1− Px)
(11)

A B C

Py

Px PBC

(a) Anypath ETX (b) Anypath ETX Ratio

Figure 9: Anypath ETX and Anypath ETX Ratio based on

Equation 8 for PBC=1.0 and 0.2 with Px=0.1 and Py=0.1. Any-

path ETX Ratio is easier to visually compare than Anypath

ETX.

4.1 A Simple Opportunistic Protocol

We consider an opportunistic routing protocol, similar in flavor

to the ExOR [3] protocol in 802.11. Every node has a set of po-

tential nexthop nodes. The nexthop list is prioritized such that if

a node receives a packet, it will forward that packet only if none

of the higher priority nodes receive the same packet. In reality, a

receiver coordination scheme is needed to make sure that all the

nexthops know which nodes received this packet. In this section,

however, we assume perfect receiver coordination and analyze the

performance. Throughout this paper, we refer to the average num-

ber of transmissions to get a packet from a source to destination

using opportunistic routing as the anypath ETX [12].

We start our analysis with a simple network of 3 nodes, namely

A, B and C. In this setup, A is the source and C is the destination.

Figure 8 shows this setup along with the packet reception ratios of

all the links. A→B→C is the shortest ETX path but we allow op-

portunistic routing i.e. if C hears the packets from A then B will not

forward such packets. We use random variables x and y to indicate

a successful reception on links A→B and A→C respectively. For

this setup, the anypath ETX from A to B is:

E[A] = P (A)
x,y (1, 0)(1 + 1/PBC) + P (A)
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+P (A)
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� (7)

where, P (t)
x,y(b, c) is the probability that x = b and y = c when t

transmits, b, c ∈ {0, 1}.

Equation 7 shows that the total number of transmissions from A

to C is the sum of transmissions from A until B or C gets that packet

and the transmissions from B to C of the packets from A that only

B received. It also shows that the total number of transmissions is

a function of the packet reception ratio of link B→C, and the joint

probability statistics of links A→B and A→C. Note that κ that is

relevant for this setup is that of the link pair A→B and A→C.

From Equations 3, 6 and 7, and using simple arithmetic, we can

rewrite the anypath ETX (in Equation 7) as a function of κ, as:

E[A] =
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Figure 10: Anypath ETX ratio vs κ for the 2-hop, 3-node net-

work on testbeds. On all the testbeds, the average anypath ETX

ratio increases as κ increases.

Equation 8 shows that the anypath ETX for the 2-hop setup can

be directly inferred when the packet reception ratios of all the links

involved is known and by knowing κ. It is not unreasonable to as-

sume that the packet reception ratios are known; opportunistic pro-

tocols such as MORE use these packet reception ratios to compute

the nexthop list for every node. The main purpose of this exercise

is to motivate the need for measuring κ.

LEMMA 2. The anypath ETX for the 3-node network is mono-
tonically non-decreasing in κ; the anypath ETX is maximum when
κ=1 and is minimum when κ=-1.

Lemma 2 says that the anypath ETX is minimum when recep-

tions at B and C are negatively correlated, and that the anypath

ETX increases with the increase in correlation. The anypath ETX

when the receptions are independent is between the max and min

anypath ETXs, when κ=0. The proof of this lemma is in the Ap-

pendix.

4.2 Anypath ETX and κ
Plotting anypath ETX, without any normalization, againstκ does

not give discernible trends. Figure 9(a) plots the anypath ETX us-

ing Equation 8 by varying κ for Px=0.1, Py=0.1 and two values

of PBC : 1.0 and 0.2. It shows that the anypath ETX can be quite

different depending on PBC and so it is not convenient to observe

how it relates to κ. To plot the anypath ETX for any value of PBC

and still observe how it relates toκ, we normalize the anypath ETX

as:

Anypath ETX Ratio =

�
E[A]−E[A]inde

E[A]max−E[A]inde
, E[A] ≥ E[A]inde

E[A]−E[A]inde
E[A]inde−E[A]min

, otherwise.
(9)

where, the max, independent and min anypath ETX’s for the 3-

node setup are given by:

E[A]max =
1 + (Px −min(Px, Py))/PBC

max(Px, Py)
(10)

E[A]inde =
1 + Px. (1− Py) /PBC

Px + Py. (1− Px)
(11)
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Figure 15: Illustration of correlated reception due to correlated variation of signal (a and c) and noise (b and d) at receivers.

gain or loss in performance by using rateless deluge for this net-

work topology.

Figure 14 shows the accuracy of the predictions made using the

data from controlled experiments. The markers on the figure show

the results from the uncontrolled experiments. It is clear that the

results from the uncontrolled experiments closely match the pre-

dicted results from the controlled experiments. This confirms that

κ can help predict the performance tradeoff expected from using

network coding.

This result suggests that the κ value of a network can be used to

help decide which protocols should be used for the network.

6.4 Summary

These results show that a disseminating node can use the distri-

bution of all its receiver pairs’ κ values to decide whether to use

Deluge or Rateless Deluge for data dissemination. If the distribu-

tion tends towards higher values of κ, or if the network has very

high PRR links, Deluge is likely to be more efficient. This also

validates our assertion that network protocols can benefit from a

knowledge of the inter-receiver correlation to improve their perfor-

mance and efficiency.

7. POSSIBLE CAUSES OF CORRELATION

This section explores what the possible causes that affect inter-

link reception correlation are. It shows that external noise from

higher power systems cause losses on multiple links and increase

correlated losses. Moreover, movement in a network usually blocks

one link at a time and generally reduces correlations.

7.1 Positive and Negative Correlations

At the basic level, correlated losses occur due to correlated changes

in the signal to interference plus noise ratios (SINR) on links oper-

ating near the limit of receiver sensitivity.

An obstacle, such as a person, may block line of sight from the

transmitter to two receivers, preventing them from receiving pack-

ets. If the obstacle moves away, the signal strength at both receivers

will increase, possibly high enough that they can hear the transmit-

ter’s packets. Figure 15(a) shows this scenario. This positive signal

strength correlation can lead to positive packet reception correla-

tion at the two receivers.

Another situation which can cause positive reception correla-

tion is when external interference is positively correlated. Two

nodes may both be very close to an interference source: in the case

of 802.15.4, this can be an 802.11 base station as shown in Fig-

ure 15(b). A spike of external interference will cause the signal-to-

noise ratio at both receivers to drop, causing correlated loss events.

Figure 15(c) shows an example of where a moving obstacle can

create negative correlation. In this case, an obstacle moves such

that it blocks one receiver as it moves to the left. As it clears the

line of sight of that receiver, it starts blocking another. In this case,

the signal strength variations at the two receivers are negatively

correlated and the packet reception is also negatively correlated.

Figure 15(d) shows an example where external interference can

WiFi

No WiFi

Movement

Figure 16: κ distributions of 802.15.4 link pairs when there is

no WiFi interference, when there is WiFi and when there is

movement. WiFi increases correlated losses and movement re-

duces correlated losses on link pairs.

create negative interference. High power interferers are in each

other’s communication range and use a CSMA/CA MAC layer. If

one interferer is sending, the other keeps quiet and vice-versa. In

this setup, the interferers affect different receivers. As only one of

the high power interferers transmit at a time, only one of the re-

ceivers will have a high enough signal-to-noise ratio. This negative

correlation in their noise leads to negative reception correlation.

Another hypothetical scenario for negative correlation is when

interference sources at receivers are local and send packets peri-

odically but unsynchronized with each other. This is possible on

a testbed like Roofnet [14] in which the Roofnet links are long-

haul and so different nodes can have different local access points

sending interfering traffic. If these access points only send bea-

cons, as they would in the early morning times, then they would

periodically interfere with Roofnet receivers and cause losses. As

the beacons from such access points are usually not synchronized,

different receivers loose different packets, causing negatively cor-

related losses at such receivers. As this network is not under our

control, we cannot confirm if this is possible in reality.

7.2 Experimental Results

To validate that some of the above discussed scenarios can occur

and get a general sense of their prevalence, we dig deeper into the

results for the uncontrolled experiments in Section 6 and try to ex-

plain the observed results. These experiments covered 3 scenarios.

In the first scenario, we use a channel that is free of any external in-

terference (from WiFi), channel 26. In the second scenario, we use

a channel that overlaps a co-habiting access point’s 802.11 channel,

channel 16. In the third scenario, a person holds the transmitter and

moves around until the experiment finishes on channel 26.

Figure 16 shows κ distributions of all the link pairs under all the

three scenarios. The first scenario, without any WiFi interference,


